Applicant Tracking Systems

ATS PRE-POPULATION
Become the ATS of choice by reducing candidate drop oﬀ rates from job
board applicants.
technology

What if you could reduce
candidate drop off rates from
job board applicants

&
increase your
customer satisfaction?

technology

The Challenge...

The Broadbean Solution...

Every day thousands of candidates
don’t ﬁnish job applications
because when redirected to the
ATS apply form they are forced to
duplicate their information.

Pre-populate apply forms
using the candidate’s job
board proﬁle.

What if you could stop
candidates having to duplicate
eﬀort and get more applicants
through the door for your
clients?

Let candidates apply on the
move without having to
re-enter the same information.

www.broadbean.com

The Detail
When a candidate reaches your application form, the URL will have a specific
parameter so you can identify if they have a Broadbean profile that can be retrieved
and used to pre-populate the apply form. The candidate profile is in a structured
format, including their CV and ensures you provide a better quality experience for the
candidate.
From past experiences, the implementation for this is minimal, usually taking between
two and ten days depending on your setup and does not require ongoing support.

www.broadbean.com

C andidate profile s ent to B roadbean when
they c lic k apply
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R edirec t UR L is returned
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T he applic ant
is redirec ted
to the new UR L

A T S reques ts profile
from B roadbean
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A T S prepopulates form
with profile

4
T he applic ant is
redirec ted to the A T S
with the relevant
retrieval information

A T S notifies
B roadbean that the
applic ation was
c omplete

FOR MORE INFORMATION...
Contact us today, to ﬁnd out more:
E: CorpSales@broadbean.com
T: 0800 169 3921
W: www.broadbean.com

For technical documentation:
Visit www.broadbean.com/uk/candidate-hub
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